
Every student deserves that

moment

Instruction & Practice for Grades 3–5: 
Program Overview



Success Coach® gives you the 

to ignite every student’s potential

Success Coach® is the newest ELA and Math instruction and practice program for grades 3–5 from Coach®. 
With a powerful sequence of active targeted instruction, two-level practice, and progress tracking, Success 
Coach extends the reach of your teaching. Because when your students receive that kind of concentrated 

attention, it all comes together for them. The Success Coach system includes:

• Active instruction

• Two-level practice

• Coached examples

• Assessment & reporting

• Lesson pre-check, 
 post-check, mid-unit  
& unit reviews

• Additional instruction

• Lesson overviews, teaching 
strategies, & extension activities

• Support for each part of the lesson

• Journal prompts, hands-on activities

Student Edition
Success Coach STAR™

Digital Companion

Teacher Edition
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All kinds of settings

All kinds of students

How does Success Coach 
fit into your classroom?

Weekly Review 
Build Success Coach® into your weekly lesson plans to reinforce and practice just-learned skills.

End-of-Unit Review 
As students complete a section of study, work through the lessons to prepare them for a 
benchmark assessment.

High-Stakes Assessments 
In the weeks before testing, review earlier material and give students practice on the types 
of items they’ll see.

Focus on Challenging Content 
When your core program falls short, use Success Coach™ to move students toward proficiency.

Small Groups, Independent Work, After School 
As the curriculum for an after-school or summer program, Success Coach™ reinforces essential skills.

Approaching and On-Level Students enjoy the full attention they deserve.

Struggling Students find help from hints and scaffolding in the Student Edition and 
remediation in the Teacher Edition.

High-Achieving Students who finish practice faster can tackle Lesson Extensions 
provided expressly for them.

English Language Learners benefit from strategies for each lesson included in the 
Teacher Edition.

Different Learning Styles are accommodated in the Teacher Edition by Hands-on 
and Journal Activities.
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ACTIVE 
INSTRUCTION

STUDENT EDITION
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Success Coach® lifts your students to understanding and confidence. 
First you teach the material. Then you work through it together. 

Finally, they do the work themselves. Through this Gradual Release  
of Responsibility, every student gets it.

Lead all your students 
to the moment they say
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Active Instruction: Getting the Idea
Every lesson starts with Getting the Idea, explained directly 

by the teacher – the “I do” initial stage.

STUDENT EDITION
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Active Instruction: Coached Examples
Next, Success Coach® Coached Examples guide students 

through the lesson with supported practice.
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TWO-LEVEL 
PRACTICE 

STUDENT EDITION
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As they use their 
new knowledge, they’ll

themselves

Once your students grasp the lesson concepts, Success Coach® locks in that 
learning through two levels of independent practice. This “You do” stage gets 

more challenging as they progress, so their understanding keeps rising.
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Leveled Practice 1
At the initial Practice 1 level, students show their basic 

understanding of the skill through independent practice.

STUDENT EDITION
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Leveled Practice 2
Practice 2 becomes more rigorous, with more challenging questions. This mirrors the items

they’ll see on high-stakes assessments, and as they meet the challenge their confidence grows.
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TEACHER EDITION: 
LESSON OVERVIEW, 

OBJECTIVES, & STRATEGIES

TEACHER EDITION
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Z!NG
Add more

to every lesson

Success Coach® Teacher Edition comprehensively supports 
effective teaching. Lesson Overviews preview the lesson objectives, 

key words, and required materials. Then, support at each stage 
includes journal prompts, hands-on activities, and strategies to 

help with specific skills and items.
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Teacher Edition: 
Overviews & Student-Specific Help

Each lesson includes one of several targeted
strategies specifically developed for English
Language Learners.

Lesson

Lesson Overview

62 Unit 2: Informational Text © SSI ¥ DO NOT DUPLICATEAA

Student Edition pages 112–123

Objb ectives
• Identify various genres of 

non ction.
• Determine the purpose

of a non ction text.
• Infeff r faff ctual information from

text evidence.

Key Words
non ction
infoff rmational text

VoVV cabulary to Review
genre
infer
infeff rence
text evidence

Materials
• Graphic Organizer 18: 

Drawing Infeff rences Chart
• Hands-On Activity: examples

of infoff graphics from
textbooks or websites; poster
board; crayons, colored 
pencils, or markers

Reading Infoff rmataa ional Text9

Teaching Strataa egies

Additional Lesson Support

ToTT introduce students to infoff rmational texts, 
display the titles of a feff w grade-appropriate
magazine articles. Aim foff r a variety of genres
(refer to the rst page of the lesson in the Student
Edition), but do not dwell on the genre distinctions
as you discuss the titles and topics with students.
Instead, guide students to understand that all the 
articles present real-world faff cts.

Lesson Extension

Call on volunteers to name people, places, events, or
things that they have recently learned about in other
subjb ect areas. Write their ideas on the board. Then,
ask students to imagine writing about one of the
topics. Have them list a feff w faff cts or details that they 
would include. Discuss possible infeff rences readers 
could make based on these faff cts or details as well as
personal experience.

English Language Learners Support

Collocations
Infoff rmational text in English often contains
collocations—paired words that foff rm well-known
phrases with words that are “co-located,” or paired 
up, to foff rm a new meaning. Some examples
of collocations found in this lesson include the 
foff llowing: brerr ak downww , by b thtt en, gurerr out,tt drarr w
infeff rerr nces, and educatett d guess.

As students preview a text, you may wish to point out
the collocations and have students underline these
word pairs.

Some of the collocations in the Coached Example 
passage “Go foff r Brokekk !” include made upu (o(( f)ff and
under (h(( eavyv )yy rerr . For example,e ELLs may know the
literal meaning of the words undedd r and rerr but may
not know that the phrase under rerr means “being shot
at.” As students read “Man vs. Mosquito” in Practice 1, 
have them note, discuss, and explain the meaning of
the collocations grerr w upu , lell adsdd tott , and all ll along. Do the
same foff r slow down,n perkrr upu ,pp and winww d upu in “Poison or
Medicine?” in Practice 2.

TEACHER EDITION
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Teacher Edition:
Answers & Lesson Support
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SUPPORTING 
TECHNOLOGY

SUCCESS COACH STAR™
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Make sure your lessons

for every student

The Success Coach  STAR™ Digital Companion lets you monitor students’ 
progress and differentiate your teaching. Assessment & Reporting tracks 

each student or the whole class, identifying which students need extra help 
and then providing options for Additional Instruction.
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Supporting Technology:
Assessment & Reporting
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SUCCESS COACH STAR™



Supporting Technology:
Additional Instruction
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Coach® PROGRAMS 
help learners of all ability levels
bring out their inner awesome!

800.225.5750 • eps.schoolspecialty.com/successcoach

Efficient, strategic support to 
meet standards
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Coached instruction & 
practice to higher rigor

Standards-based review & 
practice for assessments


